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"SMALL CAHS REPAIRED, small shop, small
prices. Datsun, Fiat, Toyota, Volvo, Pinto, Capri,
etc, 205 Stanford, alley. Call Phil, 255·
3180.
11/25

. CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

..

MA'l'URE YOUNG WOMAN will babysit in my
home near UNM. 243·4776,
11/24

Rates: 15 cents per word per day,one doll1u'
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
eon!'ecutlvc days with no changes, nine cents Per word per day, (no refunds ir cancelled
before ftve insertlonst. ClasaUied advertisements must be paid in advance.
0
,J:l
0

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black-and-white processing printing,
Fine-grain or pushproce.'lsing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality en\argcmen.ts, mounting, etc. Advice, i[ asked. Call 265·2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn
PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos;·Lowest
prices in Ulwn. Fast, pleasing, Ncar UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

Marron !lall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified' Advertising~ UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N ,M..
87131,

H.~--~----~------~

AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAIJ Youth Hostel
Pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University NE.
11/26
1973 CHEVY LUV pickup with shelltop, radials,
needs carburetor $1700, Call 344·8568 Sarah
(nights).
11/26

1. PERSONALS
·SUICIDE is a permanent solution to a temporary
problem.
Call
AGORA
277-3013,
24
hours,
11/21
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien'.
ds who care at Birthright 247.9819.
tfn

GARAGE SALE-furniture, clotheS, misc. 223
Princeton SE. Thursday 20, Friday 21, 9:00am•
11/21
·1:30pm.

NICK-I'ni Dot stupfd-the·only reason I didn•Cgo
to Carrara's in the beginning was that I couldn't
11/20
find i~. Mary,

.
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~
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EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and bookii. Harvey
Fraucnglass, Editorial Consultant, 344-8344.
11/3

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Canadian clown. Love the
Hungry Hungarian and the Loony Lebanese.ll/20
RESIDENTS OF HOKONA! Coronado demands
Ten Vestal virgins to keep its sacred fire;s of pur·
ity and innocence burning or else we will burn,
pillage, and plunder! Signed: Sexus Apollo A
Coronadus.
11/20

4~

GIVE A BEAR this Christmas' Stuffed animals &
other things for ldd~ of aU age.'l at UNM BOOKSTORE.
11/20

LOST AND FOUND

3292.

5.

or

t

I'
I

TRAVEL

,VISIT RIO DE JANEIRO this E11.ster, April 9·
17, price $642 includes air fare, 13 meals, hotel,
11/20
transfers. Call293·4200. 1

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

Deadline for Display
Advertising is two (2)
working days prior
to publication; class·
ified (personals) one (1)
day 1:00 p.m. prior .
to publication

WANTED; Used pinball machines, any condition,
293-1818.
12/5

205·

distributing

FORSALE

DIVORCE by petition, $36 clerical fee plus filing
12/1
fee. 296·4977. 24 hour answering service.
VARSITY HOUSE, 141 Columbia SE. Deluxe 1·
bedroom, furnished apartment, $160 includes
utilities 2G8·0525.
11/20
CITADEL APARTMENTS-An apartment complex for the young and the young at heilrt. Rents
start at $135, Large swimming pool. Efficiencies &
1-bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished.
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University NE,
243·2494.
12/5
FURNISHED APARTMENTS from $125 utilities
paid. Walk to UNM, no pets. 400 Maple SE, 843·
7632, or 2a5-9593.
12/6

S.CHWINN VARSITY 22". Two Frostline
kits-top of the line down bags, Sew yourself.
Value $100 plus, $72 ea<:h. Christy 243·
4754.
11/25

1970 9 PASS. VW Bus, 881·4520.

11/24

Sale Ends
Nov. 15th
While they last!

DAILY

1973 PLYMOUTll SPORT/FURY station wagon,
full power, A/C, 54,000 mi, radial tires~ very good
shape, $2000 or bestoHer. 898·4415.
11/25

11/20

By Jon Bowman
_The UNM faculty, meeting yesterday in the
~Iva, approv.ed the creation of a bilingualUNM Ski Club meets 'l'hursday, Nov,
bt~~ltural
maJor and minor program to be adp.m. in the coffee house of the SUB (old
area). Purgatory representatives will be
mmtstered by the secondary education department.
movies and door prizes, Skiers ancl non·s~>ior.,l,
want to learn iH'Il all welcome. Come
While app.roval for the new degree program was
door prize.
nearly .unammous among the 100 faculty members
Closed, executive meeting Q{ ASUNM
attendmg, the validity of the program was
Court, Thursday, 1 p.m., rm 235A, SUB.
questioned by several professors before they
Tired of the twentieth century'! The Society 1
voted.
Creative Anachronism invites you to join ,1
Psychology professor Fvank Logan, raising
current Middle Ages and discover the arts ,j
LoiJo photo •
John Perovich
crafts, fighting and the best that was ~~c,_Miol 1 1
what
he called "technical" objections, questioned
Ages. We will meet at 7:30p.m., rm
why the program was termed bilingual-bicultural
Thursday, Nov. 20, Ccme ,and find out
current Middle Ages.
ra~.her than multilingual-multicultural.
I'm co~ce~ned about th~ costs of the program,"
Logan satd. The other thmg that concerns me is
that there should be some way to evaluate the impact of the program."
Rod. Wagoner, chairman of the secondary
T~e Universi:y will begin to negotiate with the city next week to educatiOn department, said administration of the
receive a shar; m the. reve;'lue produce? by campus parking fines.
new degrees would not increase costs for the
University.
John Perovtch, Umverstty VIce-president for Business and Finance
said, "As soon as we receive a legal opinion from the Universit;
"We perc~iv~. this. to be a small program,"
lawyer we will be down at city hall."
Wagoner satd. It will be subject to the same
T~e legal opinion centers on the 1975 amendment to the New . evaluation given to the rest of our programs and
Mexico Statutes that allows the University to share in the revenue that's continuous evaluation "
generated by campus parking fines.
UN~ Vice President f~r Academic Affairs
The law previously stated all money must go to the municipality Chester Travelstead also said no plan exists to
collecting the fines.
give the College of Education (CQE) more money
"W~ wi\! ask th.e city to reconsider the present agreement," said to handle the degrees.
Perovtc~. If the City does not want to change it, we do not have many
alternatives.'
One alternative the University does have is to end the agreement
with the city and establish their own pro~rram.
"Before 1970, the University issued their own citations, and this
led to many administrative hassles," said Perovich. "There were a Jot
of unpaid citations which caused great confusion during registration.''
Students could not register until all University citations were paid.
Be~aus~ a state statute provides that all fine money collected must
sta! m .ftelds related to security or parking, any fine money the
Friday, November 21, 1975
Umvers1ty received would have to go to programs such as the escort
program recently approved or better lighting in dark areas of campus
such as parking lots.

New Mexico

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality lO·specd bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment, Trail Haus·Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tfn

handicapped

The honorable W. Beverly Carter,
Ambassl\dor to Tanzania will speak to
faculty and students, 3:30 p,m, Thursday,
rm 119, Ortega Hall. His discussion may
Pan Africanism, Non Alignment, etc. from
Tanzanian point of view.

UNM to Negotiate
For Citati.on Money

FORRENT

SPECIAL SALE. Great gifl book on art,
photography, other things. Christmas cards too,
UNM Art Museum sales desk, Fine Arts Center.
Now.
11/21
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, !:68·8455.
1214

FREEl FREE! FREEl Outdoor portrait, 5 x 7
double-weight. Absolutely no strings attached!
UNM .students, faculty, starr or Immediate family
(].D. required). Sunday, November 23, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Come to: A-Photographer, 1717 Girard Blvd
NE, just north o! Indian School Road, opposite the
Albuquerque Tennis Club.
11/21

BABYSITTING FOR NORMAl,

...

7.

Fa_culty A~J?roves COE's Major,
M1no,r 1n ·B•hnguai-Bicultural Ed.

.. _//

TWO ROOMs jJIUs: kitch.en privileges. No smok·
ing, no pets, children OK, 268·1654,
11/21

12/5

children. Reasonable. Dlane-266·2995.

EARN EXTRA MONEY parttime. $105 weekly
average. Cnl1255·6309, 3:30 til14:30 for appt.11/20

£€~\?~

HAYWIRE MUSIC Dancing Thursday~ F'riday &
Saturdl\y. Apollo, no cover! For hire 243·8632,831·
5908.
11/21

ROOMS FOR RENT $65/mo. includes utilities.
1620 Silver SE. 247-9736.
11120

SERVICES

WILL TYPE PAPERS. Cali Kim

WANTED: SINGING WAITRESSES weekends
Call
Tobys
268·0948, 2966pm-2am,
7555.
11/21

WA.NTED: Two bedroom house or apt., near
UNM, !or spring semester. 247·2704.
11/20
WAN1''ED: 2 or 3 responsibi~ people lo rent uur 3
bedroom house completely furnished. Located one
half block from Nob Hill Shopping cenl..er. Close to
schools, bus, and UNM. Must see to appreciate.
268·5216.
11/24

FOUND: Male dog part Collie. Black w/white
neck & paws. Approx 1 year old. Vicinity of
Citadel Apts. 242·2189. 11/25
FOUND: ONE Hand calculator. Identify &
claim-Farris
Engineering
Bldg
Rm
309.
11/25
REWARD! LOST BRACELET 5, 6 chains antique
clasp, sentimental value. Phyllis Cohen 277·
2901.
11/25

3.

OVERSEAS JOBS-temporary or permanent,
Europe, Australia, S. America, Africa, otc. All
fields, $500·$1200 monthly. Expcn~es paid, sight·
seeing:. Free info.-Write: International Job Cen·
ter, Dept. NB Box 4490, Berkeley, CA
94704.
)/21

GOT A BAND'l Want some exposure ~:all Ron at
11/21
Okies across from the U. 242·2151.

-TWO BEDROOM, utllities paid, $210, damage
deposit. Dec, 1-June 15 only. Prefer male graduate
students, Call Sunday or Monday (9 to 3), 842-0163
forinfo.
11/21
ROOMMATE WANTED for 2-bdrm apartment.
11/21
Quiet neighborhood $87/mo. 262·0535.

CHUCKlE POOH, You're the bestes coach in the
whole world.
11/20

2.

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only. Afternoons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must. be 21 years old, Apply in
person, no phone calls please, Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul
NE. 11/25

Sale

EMPLOYMENT

..

Student Spouses to work on Dal1y Lobo produc·
tion starr. Hours 8 p.m. to midnight, Sunday
through Thursday. Amotlnt of time remaining at
UNM wiiJ be a consideration (2 or more years
preferred). Good typing skills. For more in·
formation cbme to Marron Hall, Room 131, bet·
ween 8 and 4:30p.m.

NEED SOME HELP? Typing, editing, revision:
reasonable, accurate. 281-3001.
11/25.

WEDDING INVITATIONS" & Photogiap~y at low
cost. Creative Services, 299·7930. . , 11(20

List $249.95

$KENWOOD
KX·7~0

STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY

Play the Fans'
Favorite Football Facts Game

at McDonald's:
From now until November 27, 1975
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lderly Face Loneliness, Hunger

I

I
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II

Every time you buy a
·Quarter Pounder®*, or
Quarter Pounder with
Cheese, (now through Nov.
27th} you'll get a chance to
test your football I. Q. and
win a free Quarter Pounder
with Cheese. We'll give you
a Football Facts Rub and
Win Game card with a
football trivia question and
six possible answers to
choose from.

You must rub out the
answer you think is right, and .
if the word "correct"
appears, you're a winner!
Come into participating
McDonald's for complete
details and play the Fans'
Favorite Football Facts Game.
It's almost as much fun
and exciting as the real thing.

4) KENWOOD

List$299.95

KX·S~O
STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH DOLBY

111'/fl'b•d•ist•,~•u,•m•g............... At all participating McDonald's In:
Albuquerque

*Weight
Y4 lb. before .cooking.
J

$21997

MENAUL BOULEVAPto • ALBUQUERQUE, N. ME)(.
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Rod Wagoner
"I think it is a relatively honest answer if
?onesty can be relative, to say that the costs ~ill
mdeed be absorbed (within the present COE
budget)," Travelstead said. "I assure you there's
been no money promised for this program.''
Other doubts voiced about the program included
the fear it did not adequately prepare students
!Continued on page 7J

LOBO

Funding Faces D.ebate

LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bells a1ways at The.
Lobo Men·s Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·5954. tfn

6.

'
''

By Aurora Lawrence
An old man who survives on $63 a month shares
cat food with his six cats because he is lonely and
does not want his pets to starve.
An extreme example, perhaps. But Albuquerque
elderly face loneliness, a desperate need for transportation, lack of adequate housing and are the
first victims of the rising crime rate.
Barbara Menzie, director of the Metropolitan
Area Agency on Aging (MAAA ), said 15,000 to
.
of the 35,000 elderly in Bernalillo County
are living below the poverty level.
She said her agency gets reports from the
Health and Fire Departments of old p~ople in the
Jose area who trap field mice to eat or raid
garbage cans in various parts of the city.
She said the nutrition program here gives one
hot meal a day to 400 people at eight sites, but
"we're not even touching the need of our hungry
Even those who can afford food don't buy
can't stand to eat alone."

While $5 million is spent for buses to take
youngsters to school, a desperate need of transportation for the elderly which has existed for
years is virtually ignored and "the priorities are
wrong. The ones most able to walk-the kids-are
the ones getting the free transportation," she said.
She added the Motor Vehicle Dept. reports onethird of the elderly have driver's licenses, but
many have no car or should not drive as they are a
danger to themselves and others.
A dial-a-rir1e program, which has been approved
but is buried in red tape, will no_t solve the
problem completely because many elderly do not
have a telephone.
MAAA, which is responsible for finding housing
for the aging, gives them alternatives and options
as to where they want to live.
.
She said 75 per cent of the older people Jive
alone. "We never see them--they confuse the pic·
ture-they are the invisible people shut away
{Continued on
71

~~~~~~~---------------------

By Charles McElwee
UNM President William Davis yesterday said the differential funding proposal will not be passed by the legislature without a large
amount of debate.
When the proposal was presented to the Legislative Finance Com·
mit tee (LFC) last week, committee members raised several questions
about it.
Davis said the special action group which developed the formula
was asked to calculate how the formula would work, based on budget
increases ranging from five to fifteen per cent.
"The LFC was concerned about the total impact on the state of put.
ting the universities on the formula concept," he said.
Differential funding will have
the effect of redistributing the
state
budget for
higher
education. Some schools will get
more money than they have in
the past and others will get less,
depending on how many hours
they teach in different types of
courses.
Da·.ris said the LFC wanted to •
know "how the figures in the funding proposal were _arrived at · ls~
and how the weightmg factors
~. ·
were determined."
He said some committee mem- r''.~'
bers expressed concern that the f
·:,.'; ...
large number of courses at UNM '~/••• ~
instructed by teaching assistants ,.~;> ··
·~lito;
and the number of big enrollment ~;:
: ,_; ;..;
"'iF.
courses might have driven down If• ··
f.,.,:;r;
the average cost of certain cour-lii¥ ·
..#'~·.
. "'
. ...+J
".J""""
'I'
~~
ses as computed by the special{~;., .
dili.
.
' /1'
J... obo p~ol.a
action group.
William Davis
"Our response to that," said Davis, "was that these things were
done because of economic necessity, not because we believed it was
'the best educational policy."
If the formula funding proposal passes the LFG, it must go to the
Board of Educational Finance (BEF) for approval and then to the
.
..
legislature as a whole.
Davis said it is still too early to predict how much oppos1t10n the
proposal might face, but he said, "It will be analyzed very
.
.
thoroughly."
He is scheduled to go to Santa Fe today for a meetmg w~th the B~F.
and said he will have to ,spend a considerable amount of time workmg
with the legislature until the next session is over.
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World
News

Reagan Threatened by Toy Gu~
MIAMI (UPIJ-Ronald Reagan
was confronted by a young
Florida man with a plastic toy
gun at his first campaign appearance in Miami Thursday,
just hours after announcing. his
candidacy for the Repubhcan
presidential nomination in
Washington.
Secret Service agents-who
began protecting Reagan earlier
in the day after he became a for·
mal candidate-identified the
man as Mike Lance Carvin, 20,
now of Pompano, Fla., but born
in Miami Beach. The Secret Service said the weapon was a
plastic type toy.
Carvin was arrested by Secret
Service agents who will ask
federal authorities to place
charges against him.

The former· California governor and Hollywood star was
rushed into a nearby hotel,
where he told reporte.-s he had
seen the gun which he described
as a toy. He was unruffled by the
incident, as was his wife, Nancy.
Both appeared calm and relaxed
at a news conference which had
been scheduled before the gun incident.
The President, whom Reagan
seeks to unseat, twice was
threatened by women with guns
earlier this year in Reagan's
home state of California.
In his formal announcement
early Thursday at the Nationl!l
Press Club in Washington,
Reagan offered himself as an
alternative to "four more years
of business-as-usual."

'

/\

. He left immediately after his
announcement ceremony for
Miami on his first of two cam·
paign stops scheduled Thursday.
He arranged to fly to New ~am
pshire later to spend the mght.
New Hampshire and Florida are
states with key early primari~s · .
Reagan arrived m . Mmmt
about an hour late because his
plane was delayed, but was
greeted by a crowd of several
hundred, waving banners· and
placards.
In bright sunshine, Reagan ,
told the crowd: "I'll make only
one promise. I'll campaig~ on
what I believe in and I wtll do
nothing to divide and ~eaken us
for the crusade ahead m November."

By United Press Intemational

Franco Dies
World leaders acknowledged the death of Generalissimo ~~~n·
cisco Franco in restrained terms Thursday, generally a~ol m_g
mention of his 36 years of dictatorial rule in favor of urgmg his
successor toward unity and r;f~~m. t sympathy" f~r Franco's
President Ford expresse
eepes
" h I d h.
t
famil but referred to him only as the man w o e . ts coun _ry
for al~ost four decades through a significant era m Spamsh
history."

Assassination Called Permissible
wASHINGTON --Former CIA Director ~i~hard ~elms
testified he believed assassination was a permtsstble espto.dagc
t 1 but added he never received a direct order from Pres! ent
J~~~ F. Kennedy to kill Cuban ~remier Fidel Castro, the Senate
Intelligence Committee report disclosed Thursday.

.

On the plane from Washington,
one of Reagan's aides said the
former governor called Presi~ent
Ford Wednesday and promtsed
not to use any tactics that would
divide the Republican party. The
aides said Ford gave Reagan a
similar pledge.
Reagan's speech in Miami was
similar to the one he delivered ~n
the announcement ceremony m
Washington,

Hydrogen Warhead Tested
PAHUTE MESA, Nev .--A hydrogen warhead, possibly 50
·
th atomic bombs dropped 011 Japan,
times as devast~tmg as ~ 680 feet below this remote test site
blasted out a mo ten cdavh~rph '·se buildings 80 miles away in Las
Thursday and swaye tg rt
Vegas.
d
d "Inlet" bounced the earth above ground
The
blast,lcfoeeet·na~~eJ.iggled
~eismographic instruments as far
zero severa
away as Seattle, Wash. and Weston, Mass.

\
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Committee Approved
Bomb Threat at Knight's Talk
To Pick I<NME Head

By Colleen Curran
A switchboard operator for KOB·TV Saturday
received a tape recorded message Nov. 14 of a
female ·who said a hom b was set to go off at
Popejoy Hall to protest the presence of guest
speaker Arthur Knight, Playboy magazine film
critic, speaking on "Sex in the Cinema."
The operator called the Albuquerque Police
Department, who notified the UNM Campus
Police. Popejoy Hall was evacuated and searched,
but not bombs were found.
Around campus, there were four threats in
various dorms.
Coronado Dorm had a threat on Nov. 12, and
another three days later. In both cases, the
building was evacuated and searched, but with no
results.
A male with a Spanish accent called Santa Clara
Dorm and said, "There is a bomb in Santa Clara."
Tlw R<'sidence Hall Advisor said not to evacuate

the building, although it was searched with
negative results.
fly Terry England
In the last reported threat, Alvarado Dorm had
~he KNME Board of Directors has approved a selt:l!tion CIJmmitlee
·
a caller who claimed there was a bomb on the third to fwd a new station Manager.
floor. There was no evacuation and no bombs were
Fou~ members of the committee . will reprasent UNM, five mem·
found.
hers o,yill represent Albuquerque Public Schools lAPS), and one memThere were thefts of Indian items on Nov. 14. An ber Will represent the general community.
The UNM members are:
Indian rug and an Acoma pot were stolen from an
office in University College, and an Indian vase
--Margie Taylor, associate director of informaticm for Health Scien·
and two Indian pots were taken from a room in the ces,
Farris Engineering Building.
--Guy Watson, Instructional Media Services director for the College
Two ten-speed bicycles were stolen last week, of Education,
--Mike Rakes, student,
one from the northeast side of Johnson Gym and
_--Alex Mercure, Vice President for Hegional and Community Af·
the second from a stair railing near the weight fa1rs.
room in Johnson Gym. An IBM typewriter was
The APS members are:
taken from a room in the Psychology Building, and
--Dan
A. McKinnon III. Board of Education membt•r,
an undetermined amount of money was stolen from
a floor safe in the Medical Sciences Library,
;· ! "Donald Muldt•r, !Jir~cf.or •1f
A spare tire was taken from the trunk of a car
, Media s~rvic·es for Truman Mid
parked in the Mesa Vista parking lot.
. 1 die Sc•h•Jol,

Women Say Profs Discriminate
By Beth Morgan
Editor's Note: Students' names
kaue been omitted to protect
them from their instructors'
erratic grading habits.
Mnny women students at UNM
feel they are being treated like
second class citizens by their
professors, both male and female,
an informal survey of ap·
proximately 20 students and administrators showed. The
discrimination the students say
they experience is denied by the
professors.
One student said Richard F.
Tomasson of the sociology department makes blatant sexist
remarks in every class,
"One ~:lY _he made the flat_

statement that women did not
make any contributions to
society until the 1800's," she
said, "and in his class outline, 'In·
troductory Sociology,' he has
written a spoof on Women
Studies."
Tomasson
denied
the
allegation. "I said that I didn't
think anyone had spoken out for
the rights of women until 1792,"
he said, "but an article I wrote in
opposition to proposed plans for
a Women Studies program in
1972, does appear in my class
outline,"
Prefacing the article, "Men's
Studies? Why not?,'' Tomasson
writes, "There is some sense and
so~e nonsense in it, just as in

Women's Studies."
Another woman said Helena
Eilstein of the philosophy department ignored the women in her
class, and referred to the
women's movement as a luxury.
This student wrote a paper for
Eilstein on Marxism vs.
Feminism.
"She disregarded all that I
wrote on women and commented
that it was hard to grade such a
passionate work,'' she said.
Eilstein denied she had
referred to the women's
movement as a luxury, and
declined further comment.
Other students said they ex·
perience more subtle sexual
1Contmucd on pngt> 81

Jaml.'s M<JIII'<•, Dirt·c~t<Jr <Jf

Media B<•rvirc,b.
· !\irs. ~ammic• Jolm&<m, JJir('t'
tvr of Elementm·y Instru<"tiiJn

I~ast

Ar(•a,

··Halph Dixon, associate•
superintendent for instructi(Jn.
The community r~presentative
is Mary Beth Acuff of the New
Me:rit.:IJ ludependent.
"t
The committe~ hopes to have a
'-··
_/
pMerson sel;dct•.d by January 7,
Alex Mercure
ercure sa1 .
Some criticism has been leveled against the KNMg board for the
way their advertising is worded. The qualification listing ex·
perience in public television is drawing the most fire. The main
point of the criticism is saying that it limits the choice, because
some of the best people are in commercial television.
Mercure said the qualification is "statement of preference" on the
part of the board. "You have to look at the fact that there are 250
public stations in the United States. There's a heck of a lot of talent
there. That's !public broadcasting) the first place to look, in my
opinion.
~Gonhr.l!~d-t1n pn.gc7~

The ADS LSOO and L710 loudspeakers at Sound Ideas:

BlUE

Two exercises in precision audio performance.

JUIIS
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LE\/1'5® original

·ms- No

blue denl
· t truefads-Ius

classic look
that's never out
of style. Look
for ttie tab
on the back

'
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blUe LE\/1'5®
·
that
Jeans with
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You can epen
'f t'
for lasses and contact lenses to exact spect. tea wns.
.
T~O will comfortably and fashionably ftt your glasses. f
Also TSO provipes adjustments, repairs and replacement o
TSO h
lenses and frames.
Convenient credit is available and
. onors
h
B kAmericard and Master Charge cards tf preferred.
a~ ou'Jllike what you see at TSO because at TSO we care ow
you look at life.

TEXAs STATE OPTICAL
.

4300 CENTRAL AVENUE, SE.
4410·A CENTRAL AVENUE, S.W.

The ADS L710
Now at Sound Ideas: two of the most advanced
loudspeaker systems available today- the LSOO and
the L710, by ADS. These speakers offer a level of
clarity, precision, and audio neutrality\{ 1ich rivals

the best of protess1ona sruC:<J rnonitors. The ADS
L500: $115. The ADS :...71C ~ 215 Experience the
audio precision of these stat8-o1-tne-art loudspeakers
at Sound Ideas-on Fubank JUS! south of lvienaul.
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Dan7ting every Friday night in rm 101 Carlisle
Gym,
p.m.

In~ut needed from women who are interested In
or skilled In self-defense to formulate self-defense
course outlines. Contact Sandy Ramsey, 277-3393,

Nick$
R11ctions

Right to Israel

By Micha•l O'Conno.r
By Shlomo Karni
Mr. Saba {"Opinion," LOBO, Nov. 19) is entitled to his oo'1ininmo
However, he is badly misinformed or perhaps ignorant, of some basic
ts. It is not my intention to enter into a debate with him. Rather, as
teacher, I see it as my duty to acquaint him with some of these
Being facts, they are not debatable, and their sources are impeccable:
1. Palestine became a distinct geographical, historical and political
for the first time when the Jews settled there some 4000 years ago:
18th-16th centuries B.C.-the Patriarchs
15th-14th centuries B.C.-the Exodus from Egypt
13th-11th centuries B. C.-the Judges
11th-10th centuries B.C.-the Kings

GIVE YOU TROUBLE IN THE SENATE, A LIBERAL CHOICE WILL
I?FM;AI\I- AND IF ltXJ OONT CHOOlE AWC1MN, I'LL MAKE YCXJR LIFE HElL! 1

Attempted Rape From Hitchhiking
Editor:
Last night I was hitchhiking to my house near campus. I needed to get home quickly and had no way
other than walking to get there. I was picked up by
three Anglo boys one about 12 years old, one about
14, and one 17. They turned the truck into an alley and
stopped. The 14 year old pulled a knife on me and
started threatenin{:l to cut me if I didn't let them rape
me. The other started grabbing at me. I was sitting in
the middle. A car drove by and evidently didn't hear
me scream. I kept pleading with them to let me out.
T.wo people walked by. I guess they decided it would
be unsafe for them to rape so they finally opened the
door after pulling at my face, hair, breasts, cutting my
pants, threatening to cut off my breast and ear as
souvenirs.

I

r

The society we are living in includes violence,
hatred, and sexual perversity towards women as part
of boys' training in masculinity. That this is
"legitimate" is reflected in our attitudes toward the
woman raped or molested. She is suspected of in-

stigating the crime committed against her. If a woman
'hitchhiking is molested, she "was asking for it" and so
in effect ac.:used of the transgression itself. I at first
considered myself foolish for hitchhiking and resolved
never to do it again. But, while it is unsafe for women
in our present society to take rides, blaming myself for

2. No Arabs lived there until, during the 7th century A.D., Arabs mn11'ri~
out from the Arabian Peninsula {Saudi Arabia today) to conquer the
die East and North Africa.
3. In 586 B.C. Judea was destroyed by the Babylonians, but 70 years
the Jews returned and founded the Second Temple {Commonwealth).
70 A.D., the Jewish state was invaded by the Romans who renamed
Provincia Palaestina instead of Judea. It is important to realize that vu''""'
was the last independent Jewish state to exist with continuity in Palestinel
until the rebirth of Israel in 1948. There was never a self-_qc•ve•rni'nal
political-social Arab state there.
4. Zionism, a national, self-determination movement of the Jewish fJ~IJple,•
is just as ancient-some 4000 years old. It enjoyed (surprise?) su1Jpon1
among Arabs. Here are a few examples:
· (a) "We see the Jews streaming to their homeland in Palestine
Russia, Germany, Austria, Spain ... The cause of causes could not esc:apel
those who had the gift of deeper insight: the country was for its "'""'"''•
sons, for all their differences, a sacred and beloved homeland."-~>herifll
Hussein, King of Hejjaz, in" AI Oibla," Mecca, March 23, 1918.
(b) "We Arabs, especially the educated among us, look with
deepest sympathy on the Zionish movement. It is national and not
perialistic.'- Emir Feisal, in a letter to Felix Frankfurter (of the
Supreme Court) March 3, 1919.
Hussein and Feisal recognized the link between the Jews and
homeland in Palestine, and Zionism as a national movement of
determination of the Jewish people. Had their wisdom prevailed in 1
there would have been no Arab-Israeli conflict. Sadly, at that time,
Arabs rejected the partition plan for Palestine, adopted by the UN for
establishment of a Jewish and an Arab state in Palestine.

what happened is laying the guilt on the wrong party.
And resolving never to hitchhike is not the solution
which ends sexual assault. It is giving up my rights to
"end" my oppression. It also denies the fact that, as
with many people, I will frequently find myself in the
position of having to travel a certain distance quickly,
and without a car.
However, the threat of rape and or death for a
woman taking rides with men is part of the oppression, and has made me resolve not to ride with
them until rape is no longer a part of our society. In
the meantime, since I will probably have to hitchhike
again, r urge women driving to pick up women hitchhiking.
Jane Avril

DOONESBURY
7HANKWU,

Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy
Letters to the Editor...
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250
words,
typewritten
and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address
and telephone number must
bz included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld upon agreement
with the editor, in person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, telephone number and address
of a group member.
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Editor-in-Chief
Orlando R. Medina •
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test, and these are by no means all
bound for A&S degrees. A better
breakdown of who takes the test
and for what purpose is needed
before judgments are made as to
how hard the test is for A&S applicants, or how poorly students in
other colleges perform in English.
Dean Brodkey

71/&YAf.SO 7JIATS!1.16111MAk& (JffllJ' YOU tilER& IN.
CHr<ISTMAS
lAST Y&AI<I
PRES/JNTS!
\

Editor:
I am writing this letter for Pau( S.
Bundy, class of 1968, who is in
serious condition at this hospital.
He would appreciate any letters
from old friends. They may be addressed to this hospital.
H. Barber, R.N.
Ward 4D, USVA Hospital
East Orange, N.J. 07109
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Paul S.
Bundy

I don't like to beat dead horses, but the Homecoming Queen-Jerry
Apodaca con~roversy,is a horse of a different color, especially in light of
his letter in yesterday's LOBO.
We now know that the Office of Governor, held by New Mexico's
premier politician, is not a political office at all.
At least, not for others, if the Governor can help it.
I heartily agree with the Governor's statement that one of his basic
responsibilities is "to prevent the Office of Governor from being misused
by others to their advantage."
·
The privilege of us.ing the Office of Governor to anyone's advantage
should be reserved solely for the Governor.
Governor Apodaca also said he did not think Homecoming should be
used by an individual for political purposes: ·
Agair], I agree totally. Only the Governor should be allowed to use such
functions for political exposure.
The fact is, Governor Apodaca's decision not to crown the Queen was
purely political. After promising to do the crowning, the Governor refused
when he learned that the Queen was just that (well, almost).
He eve_n denied that he had ever made such a promise, even though
students 1n charge of Homecoming had a letter frqm him accepting the invitation to preside at the Coronation Ceremony.
~he stud~nts then asked him ~o accept a New Mexico Bicentennial flag
dunng halft1me, a ceremony wh1ch would have had nothing to do with the
Homecoming Queen. Again, he refused.
He did, however, manage to attend an alumni tamale picnic given
before the football game.
It is unfortunate that the Governor has been continually lambasted by
unscrupulous people; some have even made intimations that his political
favors have extended to certain Italian businessmen.
I, for one, dismissed those allegations as paranoid ravings. So, apparently, did a majority of the voters in New Mexico.
I happen to know that the Governor is a very busy man, with a full
schedule precluding him from participating in such trivialities as
Homecoming crownings •.
In light of this fact, it is gratifying to learn that the Governor is not a man
without feeling, ruled by political considerations.
He has accepted an invitation to perform the ribbon-cutting ceremony
at a local restaurant this weekend--certainly an apolitical function if there
ever was one.
Now, I'm not sure that restaurant-openings are usually within the realm
of our busy Governor, but this restaurant may have a special attraction for
him.
The name of the restaurant is the Spaghetti Machine.

The U.N.: A Big Joke?/

AMY-711AT

A & S Skills Test
Editor:
I believe that recent reports of
the percentage of students failing
the A&S Communication Skills
Test may be quite misleading. A
very high number of students who
take this test have no intention of
majoring in A&S, and the true percentage of A&S applicants who fail
is never reported clearly. For example, almost 200 English Tutorial
Program students are required to
take the CST twice each semester.
These students occasionally pass
the test, but as a population they
are biased on the side of low
Writing skill, and the majority are
not A&S majors. Reports of Nursing or College of Education
students doing poorly on the CST
probably are reports of Tutorial
Program students, and not average
Nursing or COE writers. In addition,
I understand that some freshman
English instructors ask for their entire classes to practice-take the

by Garry Trudeau

Business Manager
Harry Chapman

Editor:
I would like to ask the readers of
the LOBO to answer the following
questions:
Who used to capture Blacks in
the jungles of Africa and sell them
as slaves? Who discriminated
against the Copts in Egypt since the
revolution in 1952?
Who exterminated thousands of
Blacks in the Sudan?
Who repressed the Kurds in
Syria?
Who massacred the Kurds in
Iraq?
Who is going to massacre the
Maronites in Lebanon?
The next question is as follows:
A sample of countries rallying
behind the Arabs runs as follows:
Mongolia, Cuba, Uganda, The
Soviet Union, Saudi-Arabia, East
Germany, Albania, Yeman, Sri
Lanka, China, and so on.
What is common to these countries whose phony concern for
human rights makes me puke?
Having answered the above
questions would you not agree with
me the UN is a big joke? The Dnly
thing that should bother everybody
is that this is a very expensive way
to invent jokes. The American tax·
payer has to pay dearly for these
bad jokes. These jokes, in addition
to being very expensive smell from
Nazim. Do you recall how it hap·
Pened in Europe? First the Jews

Att~l'ltlon Grad Studant!SI The o!tice of Jlesoar-

•h &I Fcdllowship Service~ (Scholoa 236N) ha.$ J'ust
rcc() ve the Ia lest edlti
1 th A
or G
on
c nnual Register
8
t rant tlpport lor fellowships for grf!duato

were labeled an inferior race. Next
they were divested of their political
rights and economic wealth. Then
came the turn of their civic rights
and dignity. After all this was taken
away from them, came the "final
solution." If you have any doubt
about the goals of the PLO, here is
a quotation from Yasir Arafat
(quoted in The New Republic,
11/16n4l: "We shall never stop until we can go back'home and Israel
is destroyed. The goal of our
struggle is the end of Israel... ~·
Micha Gisser
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Policy f()r Lip Service-Notlc~s run the da.y
before and the day o( the event, space available,
DeadUne for notlcefil is 4:30 p.m. the day bclor.e
pubiJcation,
The LOBO reserves the right tot!dit notices and
delete thostt considered inappropriate for this
column,
Attention Engineering Students! Info on
Hughes Aircraft Fellowship and Scholarship
Program for grad study in engineering available
at Career Services Center. 2nd Floor, Mesa Vista
Hall-South, rm. 2131.

°

Thunderbird magazin~ i.'l accepting submissions
for spring semester issue. Art work should be ::;ub·
mitted in person, Written submissions should be
submitte"d with a self-addressed, 5tamped en.
velopo, SuQmlt to rm 132, Marron Hall or mall c/o
Thunderbird, UNM Box 20, Alb. 87131,

<D

'rlulde~ts.

SJ1

. Entry b_lanks for the Mirage cover can still be
pu~ked Up m th(l Alumni tlffice. 2nd floor, sun,
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Many opportu~hiefl; are available Tho
co Is Oflen 8·5 dally,
•

~
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The 1975·70 Annual Register ol Grant Support
106,

~~~n. ilnble fbr pNusal in the GSA oWe~;~, rm.

Z
~

~
:,::
~·

NM Congress of Pnreht.s nnd Teachers is ol'·
fering 1\ $200 scholarship for '75-76 a endemic yeAr
To be eligible, applicants musst be natives o( NM
upper class education students, in need of financial
as.sist~nce, plan to tench in NM school system. Ap:
pheallons available at Student Aids Offl<:o and accepted until Nov. 24,
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Starring Richard Roundtree
Soundtrack by Isaac Hayes

7:00, 9:00 & 11:00
SUB Theatre $1.00
Friday
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mnttix

Shaft drives on at the SUB
Lizstomania, a Ken Russel film ·Roy Bean and Jeremiah Johntheater tonight, 7, 9, & 11 p.m.
Trash, a Warhol special with an · with Roger Daltry, is showing son with Robert Redford are
appropriate title, tomorrow at the Lobo on Central. A sur-. the third & fourth features at
night at the SUB, 7, 9, & 11 p.m. prisingly good film of Russel's, the Louisiana Mall.
Lovejoy's War, about a man coming as it does on the heels of A Woman Under the Influence
continues at tbe H offmantown
battling technology, will show the "Tommy" disaster.
The
Human
Factor
with
George
Theater on Menaul and
at 2:30 p.m. today in Biology
Kennedy
and
John
Mills,
an
adWyoming.
100.
venture-murder
flick
of
some
The Return of the Pink Panther
Monty Python and the Holy
Grail opens tonight at Don Pan- kind, opens today at .the is still at the Los Altos twin.
Louisiana Mall on Louisiana.
Mahagony is also playing at Los
cho's, madness with a purpose.
Co
nd
uc
t
U
nh
ecomin
g,
Altos.
Glen and Randa and Dark Star,
something
about
unspeakable
Jaws, yes "Jaws," is still
two science fiction flicks, opens
crimes
between
officers
and
playing at Cinema East Twin.
tonight at the Guild.
ladies,
is
playing
at
the
The
Legend of Bigfoot is at the
If... is the midnight flick at Don
Louisiana
Mall.
other
Twin to complement the
Pancho's
tonight
and
The Life and Times of Judge first "Twin at Los Altos.
_
tomorrow.

Direction, story and photography by Paul Morrissey
Sound and Editing by Jed Johnson
Dance: Architecture.
The UNM Dance Theatre
presents dance inside environments to express ideas
in movement.
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Free Daytime Activity Concert

UNM Brass Quartet
North Ballroom·- TODAY

12 Noon - 1:00 pm
It

Sponsored by ASUNM and Stu~ent Activities

6 30 815
10 00
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inside-s of th(.·

acid rock fiend.
bass, a synthesizer hums out a
Like the warm up g-roup
solo, but nothing has really before the star group, the ASO
changed the basic mellow struc- opened up the concert with
ture of "Take Five" or Dave "J ubel Overture in E Major,
Brubeck.
Opus 59" by Weber, which ends
In what might·seem to some in a now familiar melody called
an unholy combination, Dave "America the Beautiful."
Brubeck and Sons (Darius on
As Conductor Kunze! exelectric keyboards, Danny on plained, this set up the first half
drums and Rick Kilbourne on of the concert which would conelectric bass) played with the centrate on the Bicentennial
Albuquerque Symphony Or- and eventually set the stage for
chestra before a sold out Brubeck's composition, "They
audience at Popejoy Hall last All Sang Yankee Doodle."
night.
The- second
selection,
Under guest conductm; Erich "Variations On America" by
Kunze!, the ASO and Brubeck Charles Ives and William
combined classical music, Schuman, simply took
Bicentennial Americana and "America the Beautiful" and extric bass instead of an acoustic
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POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Present

The National Players
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Photo by Wl.'ndc!IHunt

Long haired graying piano player Dave Brubeck
perimented with the song. It is a religious piece that evolves
was five variations that set the from a piano hymn into complex
song to even a Spanish type orchestra and finally into a surversion. If you can imagine a prise grabber. The grabber is
bull-fighter's America the the complete ASO unfolding inBeautiful
complete
with to a swinging jazz band minus
marachas then you have a pret- the jitterbuggers. (Bette
ty good idea of the sound.
Midler ain't seen nothin'.)
The final selection of the first
The '"Brandenburg Gate"
half of the concert was "They combines a complete classical
All Sang Yankee Doodle" was element with a jazz response.
written by Brubeck in honor of
Then Brubeck proceeds to
the U.S. Bicentennial and is wrap up the classical and put it
described by Brubeck as a in the closet for a while as he
"tapestry" to depict American brings back the music that
history.
surrounds him like a regal manUp to this time Brubeck has tel-jar.z.
remained off stage but makes
For those of you who are
his grand entry to join in the really interested in one of the
birth of .jazz from the black true roots of rock, then catch
people after the Civil War. Of Brubeck tonight at 8:15 p.m. in
course the magic tune here is Popejoy Hall (Tickets available
"When the Saints Go Marching at the Popejoy box office of the
In."
Symphony Office at 120
After the intermission Madeira N.E.) and find out
~
Brubeck return~ to pial:' ~?ree maybe your parents weren't ~
excerpts from h1s oratoriO The exactly that mild mannered af- !l$
In the Wilderness" which ter all.

Shakespeare's Finest Comedy

s!~~~~~er~~9:1~!
and

Eug.ene O'NeiWs Only Comedy

AH! WILDERNESS
. Sunday, November 23 - 8:15 pm
Tickets $5.00, $4.50, $3.50, $3.00

Students & Children - % Price
Telep hone 277-3121

§

LINDSAY ANDERSON

eaee (DON PANCHO'S
2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414
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AND THE ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS
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COME_TO OKIE'S FRIDAY NIGHT
~
.. ·-~-And L1sten to the Rock Sounds of

McDOWELL

630

The Cultural Program Committee

1000
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·Faculty Approves COE's MaJo

Mercure said the major consideration for membership on the committee was based on a desire to be on it. Other considerations were
knowledge of television as a mediu'm, interest in elements of com- (Continued from page 1)
munications, knowledge of information systems, journalism or broad- with a proficiency in English and that it did not
cast· experience, and "reasonably good understanding of the sen- contain enough "fine arts".experience.
sitivities of the state."
Wagoner responded that the program included
"I pr.esented our slate for UNM," Mercure said, "and APS presen- courses in history, linguistics and anthropology.
ted theirs. The (KNME) board made the selections."
"We had to limit the courses in order to keep the
Alan Wilson, president of ASUNM, said his choice was "a person I major and minor in reasonable bounds," he said.
thought could .adequately represent ASUNM in looking for a new · "And we would h{)pe in a University where the
director." The choice was Mike Rakes.
primary language is English, students would
Wilson said he did not advertise for applications to the committee, graduate with some proficiency in it."
nor did he solicit names from any UNM departments like Journalism
In other action, the faculty yesterday amended
or Speech Communications. "The fact that I appointed a certain per- minor passages of the proposal which would subson doesn't mean I'm going to defend what the committee does," he
said.
Mercure said three student names were brought up before the
board, and the first priority went to Wilson's recommendation.

stitute a faculty senate for the present svEit••
faculty governance--in which professors meet
whole to decide issues ..
'The faculty senate proposal will now
mit ted to a mail vote among professors. It
receive support from two-thirds of the facultv
be adopted as part of that group's ~nr1d-'it.n1Hnn
Memorials fop deceased UNM professors
Bailey and William DeJongh and for
University President Tom L. Popejoy ':Yere
read at yesterday's meeting.
·

Elderly Face Loneliness; Hun

t

... Women
iC~>nlinued

~

ll.

(Continued from page 1)

behind closed doors," she said. 16 per cent live
with their families and less than 5 per cent are institutionalized.
While some have moved out of their homes for
security reasons, others do not want to move
because living in their own home gives them a sense of security, Menzie said.

[jl~ f!iJaftl~ ~h«tich

Many old people will not apply for supplemental
income benefits because they ·fear. the state will
take their homes away from them and they would
rather try to survive on $50-$60 a month, she said.
A large number of older people are trapp.ed by
home ownership and the neighborhoods where
they raised their children have become the slums
of Albuquerque. The cannot sell the homes, cannot
fix them and pay high gas bills to keep warm, she.
said.
Menzie said public housing for the elderly is not
keeping up with the demand and "the need will
have doubled by the time three new housing complexes are finished because the number of aging is
going up at a fantastic rate, as are prices, taxes
and cost of home repairs," she said.
The 152-unit Encino House and the 106-unit Embudo House are filled and both have long waiting
lists.

1404 Lead Ave., SE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Calvin Beach, Pastor Church 242-2606
2804 Florida Ave. NE
Res. 881-5323

Ground has been broken for a 200-unit
complex at Cardenas and Gibson SE and 38
are under construction in Martineztown.
A three-phase, 300-unit housing project is
derway in North-Barelas forth~ aging and
she said.

JewJsh Student Union-Hillel will have its

The HP-21 Scientific Pocket
$99.95
Calculator.
• 32 built-in functions and operations.

. Perfonns all log and trig functions, the
latter in radians or degrees; rectangular/
polar conversion; register arithmetic;
common logs, etc.
• Performs all basic data manipulations.

The HP-22 Business Management
Pocket Calculator. $165.
• Procedures for more than 50 different
calculations in the remarkable owner's
handbook. Automatically computes
Mastercharge
BankAr.terieard
American Express

2nd Shabbat Dinner, Friday, Nov. 21, 6:45 at the

lnternat'l Ctr, 1808 Las Lomas NE. For reser·
vations eall Caro1277-4474or Wendy, 299-1502,
Students please return DJA DE LA RAZA sur·
vey.! to the Consejo OWce, 1815 Roma (Chicano
Studies), by Friday Dec. 5or call217·2530 to make
arrangements to have it picked up if you can'l
. bring it yourself. This is very important!

401 Wyoming Blvd. NE
265-7981

.

\,-

What have women done about
alleged discrimination?
They have not discussed it
advisors at the University
"""'"K" or w.ith counselors at the
t Health Center.
Barbara

a.m .. in Morgan Hall, Land Orrlce

Pop open a cold can .
first chance you get.
Take a taste of the bold one.

Santa Fe Trl. Santa Fe,

'

'

:I

Wilson
Ph arm
John Denslow R.P.h. Owner

Serving U.N.M. Since 1939
Come in and Check us out!

The Hewlett-Packard Calculator Representative· will
be in our store December 12 & 13.

~

.

The Board of Ed. Finance-Commission
secandary Ed. meets Friday and

1974Graduate of UNM College of Dh,,'n'l"l::~rt
Full Line Pharmacy
Personal Needs
Greeting Cards
Kimmel Candies
Men'~ and Women's Cosmetics

'

•..

....•.

. UNM Ballroom Dance Club Nostalgia
'Saturday, Nov. 22 featuring music from
to '60's, Small admission charge, in the
Ballroom,

TheHP-25 Scientific Programmable
Pocket Calculator. $195.

'

-·-• ,

.

Entries nre due Nov. 24 for CO·REC
MINTON. Turn in at IM orticc In J.G,, Tourn1
begins Monday. Dec.~ at Carlisle Bym,

discounted cash flow; percentages;
com pound interest; remaining balance;
annuities; depreciation; statistics;
accumulated interest; rate of return;
amortization; and more.

• 72 built·in functions and operations.
• Keystroke programmability. The automatic answer to repetitive problems.
• Full editing capability.
• Branching and conditional test
capability.
• 8 addressable memories.

.

"

He said the elderly are afraid to visit
out of town because theil' homes are broken
their prized possessions are stolen and they
replace them.
Menzie said a progressive step was tak11n
a senior citizens law office, the first of its
the country, was opened to help the a1!'1m•.
older peop1e in their 60's who have been trainedl
paralegals provide free legal services
aging.
·
A film on the problems of the elderly,
Manana" was previewed this week.

Prof. Audrey Joseph will present a paper on
AesthetiC!!, Friday~ Nov. 21, 3:30p.m. Interested
persons invited, eofree at 3 p.m. in the Philosophy
Lounge, Hum. Bldg. rm 535.

Three uncompromising .gifts from
Hewlett-Packard.

discrimination.
"Most instructors aren't aware
that they are being sexist," one
woman said. "If I challenge them,
they say I am too sensitive or
that I have no sense of humor."
"All this sounds petty,"
another student said, "but when
it happens over and over, it gets

She added that FHA and home builders
reluctant to sell to old people, who only have
years left to pay off a mortgage and who have
income.
Older people have a higher average of
cidents than any other age group. Many
from arthritis and bad eyesight and 'can't
their arms to change light bulbs and miss
broken step they can't see," Menzie S(lid.

Every Friday Islamic Society meets !or Friday
pray in Memorial Chapel on campus at 12 noon.
For info on Sunday meetings, call 277-5237.

from page 3)

Within walking distance from campus
3100 Central SE at Richmond 255·5581
Across from the Lobo thea1tre

"The brochure on the Women's
in the paragraph on adexplains that we will try
with problems of sexual
crimination and other
a student might have,"
said, "but it is hard to get
W1acr(1ss"
·

'

I

She said the Dean of Students'
is also open to dealing with
rob! ems of sexual
ination.

1

Megan Proctor, a work-study
at Women Studies, said,
discrimination is real.
need to be taken seriously."
Students are protected against
or other discrimination
Title IX, an amendment to
Ifigher Education Act of
she said.
"Each case must be handled
" Frakes said. "We.
the student what she wants
do about it. Most of them
thought about it or don't
what is possible. W.e will
with the ·professor, and if the
is a consequence
, we will try to deal with
other way.

.. ·..;·.:,

Nobody makes mtalt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.
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State Rivals Go for 6-5

~Q)

· By Jo Lopez
New
Mexico's
rival univerQ)
sities will be trying for a winning
~ season Saturday afternoon at
1:30 at New Mexico State's ·
0
,.c Aggie Memorial Stadium in Las
0
.-"l Cruces.
"It should be a rough game,"
I»
·~
said
UNM Coach Bill Mondt. "I
ol
Cl think we have the better team.
0
played better teams than
..... We've
they
have.
But in this game, all
~

,.c

s

z

-

'

.,

The only like opponent
two teaiD:S was Texas-El P.aso.
Both New Mexico teams won, the
Aggie score being 31-24, the
Lobo score, 23-3.
'l'he Lobo-Aggie rivalry dates
back to 1893, the two teams

:;s r-~t~h~at~d~o~e~s~n~'t=m~at~t=e~r-~"======m=e=e=ti=n~g=6=5=t=im=es::·::T::h::e:;L;:o:;b:;o:;s;:h::o::ld:,
il:
FREEDOM IS···
Q;)

Q)

z

~
Q;)

bO
ol

p..

m

The condition that most abridges my personal freedom
is my own insecurity. If I just weren't so dependent on the
approval of people, if it didn't upset me so to have people
angry at me, if I weren't so afraid of failure, I would be
free to say "hello" to a stranger; I would be free to say no
to a public wrong; I would be free to try out heroic
thoughts and deeds hidden inside me.
What I need to be free is a vigorous appreciation of
myself and everyone else. But, where do I come by such a quality?
St. Paul found this freedom through faith: "For I am· certain of
this: neither death nor life, no angel, no prince, nothing that exists,
nothing still to come, not any power, or height or depth, nor any
created thing, can ever come between us and the love of God made
visible in Christ Jesus our Lord." (Romans 8:38-39)
I am finding it there too-- but only gradually.
Roland McGregor, Campuo Minioter
United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas, N.E. ·Phone: 247.()497

Unique Christmas Gift

I,

)
r

What to giye that special person this year? You have read
about BIORHYTHM in Newsweek and all the papers.
Know your ups and downs and sa11e $2.50! Nationally
advertised at $10.00, you can now order 12 months worth
of beautiful, personalized BIORHYTHM chart
for yourself and your hard to please friends and family for
only $7.50 ... or save more at 3 for only $19.95!
FULL 60 day guarantee. Send names, addresses,
birthdates (YMD) along with check, money order, BAC
or MC numbers to :
The Life Cycle Company
PO Box 16053
Albuquerque, Nm. 87111
Dec.ll wUl be mailed in time for Christmas.
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a 38-22 edge. UNM has won five
of the last six, including last
year's 26-24 Lobo come-frombehind victory.
. It will be the second time in
two games and for the entire
season that the Lobos have met
up with a wishbone offense.
Wyoming's wishbone gave the
Lobos a bit of trouble, especially
in the first half of last week's
game. "The Aggies wishbone is a
lot different than Wyoming's,"
Mondt said. "They pass a lot
more than Wyoming. We've
worked on our pass defense quite
a bit this week."
Mondt said the Aggie's starting quarterback is uncertain,
but Blaine Miller is expected to
start. "Miller is the best passer,"
Mondt said. "That's why we expect the Aggies to pass more."
Miller got the starting nod halfway through the Aggie season.
Cliff Orlander was the Aggie
helmsman for the first part of the
season, and is also the Aggie punt er.
The kick.ing game figures to be
a big -factor in the afternoon
UNM Turquoise-NMSU Crimson
clash. The Aggies are second in
the nation in punt returns, their
leading punt returner being
defensive back Donnie Ross who
has 338 yards and a 16.1 average
in punt returns.
New Mexico's leading punt
returner is safety Randy Rich
with 192 yards and a 9.1 return
average. Aggie Durie! Harris is
in the top ten nationally .. , with
194 yards and a 19.4 average.
The Lobos have been leading
the nation· in punt effectiveness
throughout the season. That
means they have allowed the
fewest yardage in punt returns
for the opposing teams. This is
figured by subtracting the punting yards returned from the
Lobo punter's average. Lobo
punter Jim Haynes has a 38.2
punt average.
Of course, UNM has placekicker Bob Berg to rely on for
some points. '£he WAC all-time
percentage field -goal kicker is
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Runners NCAA Bound
By Peter Madrid
"The competition will be tough
Running against the best 10
..
Monday,"
Hackett said, "because
th e na t"wn is nothing
'
new for
coach Hugh Hackett's distance for~y of ~he best teams in the
men. They will be doing just that natwn will be pitted in what
should be a fin!) race.".
at the . NC~A championships
Mondaym Umversity Park, Pa.

Harold Smith

It is Wednesday afternoon and rainy. An accomplice sportswriter
and I braved University Blvd. and rode down on our bicycles to watch
Norm Ellenberger and the boys go through another roundball prac·
tice.
~
After we sat through a couple of hours of back-and-forth, "pass and
hold," or game-situation basketball work outs, Stormin' Norm sent his
Monday marks the end of what
troops up the concrete ramp to the Arena locker rooms. His coaches,
has
been a very successful crossJim Newman and John Whisenant, gathered with Ellenberger under
country campaign for the Lobos
the south basket and discussed the just-finished practice. Last year's
All seven of Hackett's runner~
starting guard and.now grad assistant Pat King began shooting free
will
be going against some threethrows and various other five and ten footers at the opposite end of
hu~dred to four-hundred comthe court.
petitors. Among the teams in the
EI,LENBERGER AND HIS assistants broke up and Norm walked
NCAA
finals will be defending
toward. the ramp. "Could I talk to you for about five minutes, Coach,"
cbamps Oregon plus Washington
I said. "Sure," he said.
St. and Texas-El Paso who are
I asked Norm if he thought his team would play better Monday than
picked to be close behind the
they did in the intrasquad last Sunday in Santa Fe. "If we don't play
Ducks.
any better," Norm said, "than we did in Santa Fe they might as well
(he stretches his arms toward the ceiling) fill this place with water
and make it into a swimming pool.
"But," he said, "we had improvement today. For the past two
_Hackett said, "The boys
weeks we had showed none, but today we did for the first time.
gamed a lot of confidence last
"I think it's the two-a-day llractices and the extra work." The Lobos
Saturday in L11ramie (Wyoming)
have been practicing at 6:30 in the morning and at 4 p.m.
and are up for this meet. They
Now for the biggie, I thought. I .remembered last year when Ellen.
goes in for the sco
R· k
probably start Mo d. ,
re. 1c y are all prepared to run a good
berger would wait until the last minute to announce the starting line
'"gt1sf•~Vjwn 1v.
A'at"
1T
n ay s opener against the race."
ups. But not this time, not for the opener against the Yugoslavians "·
tons 1 eam
this Monday. "I suppose you don't know who your starters will be," I
said in my usual directness. "I know," he said. "The probable starters
The weather back east is
will be (Larry) Gray, (George) Berry and (Norm) Cacy underneath,
similar to that of the last couple
and Steve Davis and Ricky Williams at the guards."
of days here in Albuquerque.
•
(Continued from page 9)
What? What about Dan Davis ... Mike Patterson? I asked him,
Hackett said that about this time
"They're both hurtin'," he said.
1
• h1s tea~mates, but the question is, 'How well will he be able
in P_ennsylvania they are
Patterson is the 6-8, 214-pound center, who showed so much
agamst the hkes of Kresimir Cosic?' Cosic is the former Brigham sweepmg sno~ off of the course.
promise his first year, and then to a certain degree disappointed Lobo
center ~ho led the Cougars to a WAC championship in the
fans last year. Mainly they were disappointed because everyone fa!Oslavi'a·.CosJc now heads the tough, Russian-beating squad from
knew, Ellenberger included, he was capable of much more. He has the
talent, he hustled, but it just did not seem (to me)to click.
Dan, as Ellenberger said last year, was "probably the best shooter ,The ~ay i~ looks now both Davises will see action Monda and
'Th Will still probably start. Patterson will be back for sure.YLater
on the team." And now Dan has a "severe" leg bruise.
ursday a~ter I had already talked to Ellenberger on the phone,
On and on the injuries kept coming. On Thursday I called
told m:, I would have started if I hadn't pulled a muscle in my
berger on the phone. Gee, I hope I can catch him, I thought.
I practiCed today."
The Lobo football team will not
Tribune had said Steve had suddenly got sick, had chest pains,
be
the only UNM squad ~com
was taken to the hospital for a check-up.
so far during the pre-season p~actic~s looked like th~ same ' peting against its~ down-the-Rio
Ellenberger came on the phone.
• scrappy forward he was last year. Williams although at times counterparts this Saturday.
"He's all right," Norm said, "but I'll have to wait and see
drained at practice, is, in my opinion, the fa~test guard for the
Coach Rick Klatt's women's
Steve's situation is.
swim
contingent will take on the
"Oh, here he is right now. Are you alive, Steve?" Pause. "He's
Aggie
women at 10 a.m. on the
One must keep in mind when he watches, armchair quarterbacks or
right."
New
Mexico
State campus, The
the Lobos that these men, no matter how tall and talented
AND THEN THERE IS Gray's knee. Both Larry and fellow starter
are, are merely humans. It takes a lot of determination, grid contest begins at 1:30 p.m.
Berry came from Compton Jr. College with their coach Newman. Back
The swimmers will be at. and effort to be a good WAC basketball player.
to Gray's knee, however; Ellenberger said, "Gray hasn't re:sp~md•edto
tempting
to rebound from the
thmg Ellenberger or any past Lobo eager will testify to is that
treatment since his knee operation this summer."
devastating
114-15 loss this past
loud "Pit" crowd helps. Although this game against Yugoslavia
During practice Gray is inevitably donned in sweat pants, but the&
weekend
to
the powerhouse
to the general public (season tickets are not valid) students
6, 220 pounder obviously was limping, hurting and grimacing with
Arizona
State
Sun
Devils.
all is what
for can get i~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
pain. The knee obviously slowed Gray down, even though he still in· "ua'"·""athletic
IDs. the basketball program
-_..:__ is
_basically
_ _..:__..:.'~...::.._-.:_
_ _ __

The race will begin at 11 a.m..
an~ the runners will be covering
a distance of six miles. The Penn
State campus will be the site of
Mon_day's race. The Lobos are
leavmg Saturday morning by
plane. !hey will land in Pittsburg
and drtve to University Park.
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VAIL
$29.95

0

l
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~l B-ball Season Tip-off

Title IX

'

-,,.,.._,.~,

Women's
boots, high boots, lined boots. We offer a
large selection to keep you warm this winter. Colors
available in Natural, Antique, Brown and Rustic.

Or visit

5307 Menaul NE
881-1640

our

Old Town Store

323 Romero NW
just North of the plaza

The Test:
The Review Course:

December 6, 1975
November 17 • 20, 1975
6:00 pm • 10:00 pm
UNM School of Law, Room 102

Students who are serious about their future legal ·:ueers
will want to begin their preparation even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico, Inc. in conjunction with Professional Educators.
l'nc. of Washington, D.C. offers a course to help you achieve"
a higher score on the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutive nights of preparatory Instruction, taught by attorneys and other professionals, utilizing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to better scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student Involvement and an Insight
into the latest LSAT developments.
PENM guarantees that If you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course again at. no charge.
Professional Educators of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125

(505) 255·4050

te Rivals

SPANlSH STUDENTS
Contact I.M.I.C.
Chapultepec 444
Guadalajara, Jal.

Of+fand Mode Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

We stock the
most complete selection
of wines, liquors,
and beer in the state.
Special discounts to·
fraternities and sororities.

Juarez Tequila tastes terrific; gallops into
the spirit of fun, smoothly mixes or
stands on its own for a tempting thirst
thrill. With a wedge of lime, a sprinkle
of salt, Juarez wins every time. Don't
horse around. Try Juarez Tequila Silver
or Gold today.

Located in
Winrock Center
.

35 Winrock Center NE
298·7811
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the Lobos in points this
UNM could lose its federal
with field goals ::l'nd PATs
ds if ,more steps are not
up to 73.
toward compliance with Title
Mexico quarterback
Women's Athletic Director
Myer is third in the nation
Estes Said Wednesday.
passing and fourth in total ofEstes said UNM and o\h!!r.nse. His leading receiver
schools will be required to sign
Dennard is fourth in the
sworn statement that they
in receiving and· first in
not discriminating a
AC. Dennard has 897 yards
women in order to get
52catches .•
money.
is the leading receiver
"I think UNM has a
, ,l~e Aggies, and Mondt said
18 one of the best we will have
to go before that's true
she said. "We have to do
,
all season." Harris has 484
with inequalities, especially 1
27 receptions.
athletics."
leading ball carriers for
"I don't think there are
Aggies are quarterback Jim
schools who could sign . such
tailback Ray Milo and
1
document in good faith
Roy Cooksey. The Lobos
now," said Estes, who
rushers are fullbacks
attended a workshop on Title
and Bob Forrest,
Estes said she is not w
will be without the aid
any 0 ne at UNM would
Turman who
statement while
still existed. ·

Earn a scholarship as our
campus representative

:
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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Rates: 15 cents per word per dar, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run live or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
t& per word per day, lno refunds Uea.neelled
before five Insertions), ClassUied ad·
vertlsementa must ~e paid In advante.
1\ta.rron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classilied Advertising, UNM Do:-t 20,
Albuqucrqu~,N.M,.
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PERSONALS

-------

SUICIDE is a permanent solution to a temporary
problem,
Call
AGORA
277·3013,
24
hours.
11/21
PREGNANT AND NFfED HELP? You have fricn·
dswhocareatBirthright247·9819.
tfn

!:l;

MARSH, HAPPY BIRTHDAY nnd good luck with
Q)
big hands. MaUow.
1l/21
JESSE, After 70 days I still love you. Happy 20tl,
,....;
birthday. My love, Maggie.
11/21
1
,......( HI, ROBERT from Kris and Jill, and and,
~
11/21
cd MARY-You mean you couldn't walk across Cen·
P... tral to the alleyway between the Pawn Shop and
the Architecture Bldg. Walk 100 !t down the
allwyway to Carrara's. No Mary you're not stupid,
you're dumb. Nick.
11/24
DOUG, early Happy Birthday. Love Marsh and
Mallow.
11/21
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Anna
Beaker,
A.T.n.B.
11/24

Z

BECKY, Have a safe trip. I11 be thinking al!out
you.L.D.
11/21

.·

·'

GOT A FRIEND who knows the score? Give the
best-Hcwletl·Packard Calculators at UNM
BOOKSTORE.
11/21

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FOUND: Male dog patt Collie~- Black w/white
neck & paw.s. Approx 1 year old. Vicinity of

11/25
Citadel Apt.s. 242·2189.
FOUND: ONE Hand caleuhitor. Identify &
claim-Fn.rrls
Engineering
.Bldg
Rm
309.
ll/25
REW ARDI LOST BRACELET 6, 6 chains antique
clasp. sentimental value. Phyllis Cohen 277·
11/26
2901.

3.
WILL
3292.

SERVICES
TYPS
12/5

PAPERS.

Call

Kim

265·

SMALL CARS REPAIRED. small shop, small
prices. Datsun, Fiat, Toyota, Volvo, Pinto, Capri,
etc. 205 Stanford, alley. Call Phil, 2553180.
11/25
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom blaek·and-whito processing printing.
Fine-grain or pushprocossing of rilm. Contact
sheets or custom proofs, High quality ~nlargemen·
ts, mounting, etc, Advice, if asked. Call 265-2444
or como to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn
PASSPO~T IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
price~ in town, Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call

265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL Youth Hostel
Pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University NE.
11/26
1973 CHEVY LUV pickup with shclltop, radials,

needs carburetor $1700, Call 344·8568 Sarah

11/26

lnight.sl.

GARAGE SALE·furnitl,l.re, clothes, misc. 223
Princeton SE. Thursday 20, Friday 21, 9:00am·
4:30pm.
llt2l

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books, Harvey
Fraucnglnss, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344.
11/3

4.

FORRENT

.TWO BEDROOM, util~id, $210, damage
deposit. Dec. 1-June 15 only. Pr(!!er male graduate
students. Call Sunday or Monday (9 to 3), 842·0163
for Info.
11/21
ROOMMA 'rE WANTED for 2-bdrm apartment,
Quiet neighborhood $87/mo. 262-0535.
11/21

W AN'tED: 2 or a responsible people to rent our 3"
bedroom house completely furnished. Located one
half block from Nob Hill Shopping center. Clost' to
schools, bus, and UNM. Must sec to appredate.
268·5216.
11/24

5.

FORSALE

1970 91'ASS. VW Bus, 881-4520.

11/24

SPt~CIAL

SALE. Great gilt book on art,
photography, other things. Christmas cards too.
UNM Art Museum sales desk, Fine Arts Center.
Now.
11/21
WATER •rmrs. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now, Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Centml NE, 268·8455,
12/4

NEW MEXICO'S BICY'CLE touring center.
Quality lO·specd bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus·Cyclery, 1031
tfn
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.

Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University NE,
243·2494.
12/5
FURNISHED APARTMENTS from $125 utilities
paid. Walk to UNM. no pets. 400 Maple SE, 843·
7632, or 265-9593.
12/5
NEED SOME liELP? Typing, editing, revision:
11/25..,
reasonable, accurate. 281·30P1.
MATURE YOUNG WOMAN will babysit in my
home near UNM. 243·4776.
11/24

master charge

1973 PIJYMOUTH SP0R'I"/Ft1RY station wagon,
full pow~r. A/C, 54,000 mi. radial tires! very good
11hapc, S2000or be.st qlter. 898·4411t'
11.(25

BODY BUENO. All natural bat.h' produc·
ts-esscntial (lils, bath crystals, bubble bath,
glycerine soaps, shampoos, lovo oils, 2910 Central
SE·noon to 5 weekdays.
12/1
69 TOYOTA.CO RON A:::.,5cc6.~00~0~m~i-c-le-s,-n·-,.-d-c-s-so-m-c
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6. EMPLOYMENT

.•'':~~~

Monday, November 24, 1975

.·

LOBO

,,

BANKAMERICARD.

C!J[!Jfl~ ~JO~[!) lnC!JCDG!~'J'<!Jl!4r.f

3010 Central SE
(opposite Lobo Theatre) 262-0066

~--·-·---·---~"·-·

OVERSEAS JODS-tl1mporary or permanent.
Europe, AustraHa, S. America, Africa, utc. All
fields, $500·$1200 monthly. E:<pcnscs patd, sight·
sec:oing. Free info,.Writet lnlC'rnntional Job Cen·
ter, Dept. NB Box 4490, Berkeley, CA
94704.
1/21
WANTED: SINGING WAITRESSES weekends
6pm·2am.
Call
Tobys
268·0948,
296·
7555.
11/21

8. MISCELLANEOUS

HAYWJRE MUSIC Dancing Thursday, Fr!day &
Saturd:t.y. Apollo, no covert For biro 243·3632, 831~
5908.
11/21

Pr(lf. H.E. Scuss will lecture on solar trace
elements Monday, 4 p.m. rm 340, Northrop Hall·
Geology and on radio carbon dating Monday, 7:30
p.m., sa me room.

; !

Cuttom Printed Jhitll
You think of the
. 1at ~.,~, slogan and we'll

GOT A BAND? Want some exp9sure call Ron at
Okiesacrossfrom the U.242-2151.
11/21

ASUNM Craft Shop w!ll hold a workshop in can
die making Monday, Nov. 24. 7 p.m. in the
basement of the SUB.

!II

:

WANTED: Used pinball machines, any condition,
293·1818.
12/5

IIOIS
lllE
Delamar Plo-&o
ALBUQ.

n.m.

17107

print It! Any slogan
for your team.
Candidate
Favorite Hobby
special
gift· or
whatever.
Machine
washable Ink will not
run or fade.
Select From Our
Large Assortment
of Shirts and
choose from over
500 Des

NOW! HEAR ALL THE MUSIC
INCLUDING Deepest Bass
ON A RECORD! and Smooth, clear Highs!
$544.00

DAILY

'i

It's easier than ever to buy books at:

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only, Af·
t<!rnoons &-evenings. Must be able to work Fridny
& $all1rday nights, Must be 21 years old, Apply in
person, no phone ralls ph•asc. Save Wuy Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul
NJ;J.
11/25

Orig. Price

New Mexico

·'

Student Spouses to work on Daily Lobo produc,
lion !ltn!f, Hours 8 p.m. to midnight, Sunday
through Thursday, Amount of time remaining 11t
UNM Will be a consideration (2 or more years
preferred). G'.lod typing skills. For more in·
formation come t<l Marron Hall, Room 131, hel·
ween 8 and ~:30 p.m.

4

LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bolls always at Tile
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-69s.1. Un

-DIVORCE by petition, $36 cleriCal 'fee plus filing
fee. 296·4977. 24 hour answering service,
12/1
CITADEL APARTMENTS-An alJartment com·

~CDW

. .

ROOM. PRIVATE SATH for rent in campus
arca-$75. Available new. Woman grad atudent
preferred. 247-8967. Needler. Optional br.by!!tting.
12/1

SCHWINN VARSITY 22'', Two Frostline
kils-top of the line down bags. Sew yourself.
Value $100 plus, $72 each. Christy 243·
4754.
11/25

plex for the young and the young at heart. Rents
8 tart at $135. Large awimming-pool. Efficiencies &
1·bdrm available, furni.<~hed or unfurni.<~hcd.

EXACT COPY of Martin D2S & ease $150,
Panasonic. stereo 11lmosL new $110, 'Vi vi tar 105mm
lens $50, 256·9923.
11/21

·TWO ROOMS plus; kitchen privileges. No smoking, no pets, children OK, 268-1654.
11/21

x7
double-weight. Absolutely no strings attached!
UNM .students, faculty, stan or immediate family
(I.D. required), Sunday, November 23. 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Come to: A-Photographer, 1717 Girard Blvd
NE, just north or Indian School Road, opposite the
Albuquerque Tennis Club.
11/21

FREE! FREEl FREE! Outdoor portrait, 5

nYNASTAR FREESTYLES, 180 em
laok
GT's-~$65: new Nordica's 12 1/z·$100; hiking boots,·
8 1/lm·$25; 243-1810.
12/1

NOW
ONLY

00

$

limited
supply

work, automatic, 898·9638 .•_ _:1::2~/1~-:--:--::
SKIS HEAD-GK021BO one year old, best offer,
11/24
294-0850.
SNOW TIRES, C78·13, mounted on Vega wheels,
almost new. $40 !or two 268--3496 after 7
p.m.
11/24

Reverses Earlier Stand

~

·.

~

'

Montoya Opposes Senate Bill1
New Mexico Democratic Sen.
JoBep h Montoya has changed his
mind on Senate Bill One (SB-1)
and now says he is totally opposed to the 753 revision of the
nation's criminal code.
Montoya had earlier announced he was opposed to sections of the bill, but felt it was
amendable. He is the final member
of
New
Mexico's
Congressional delegation to come
out against SB-1 in its entirety.
Montoya's
announcement
followed in the wake of a similar
announcement
from
Congressman Harold Runnels
who told the LOBO last week he
will not support the proposed
legislation because of its "broad

nature."

New Mexico Sen. Pete
Domenici and Congressman
Manuel Lujan announced their
opposition to the bill a month
ago.
In his statement on the
document,
Montoya
. said,
"Senate Bill One is a dangerous
bill with provisions that are
loosely drawn and which could infringe on the civil liberties of
American citizens.
"Codification of our criminal
>LaLm~>s is a very necessary task,
but I am fearful that SB-1, as
presently drawn, exacts too high
in the name of codification
reform," he said.

Sen. Joseph Montoya
. The senator, in particular
IS against the bill's sections
dealing with sabotage, insanity,
the death penalty, wiretapping
and entrapment.
He added that any bill which
"encroaches even one iota on the
basic rights of free speech, free
assembly and freedom of the
press is not worthy of support of
any member of the Senate."
Besides
New,
Mexico's
Congressional delegation, SB·l
has been scored in resolutions
passed by the Albuquerque City
Council and the New Mexico
Democratic Party Central Committee.

.

The legislation has been the
center of campus protest for
about two months and has been
opposed formally by the ASUNM
Senate, the New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group (NMPIRG) and several other student
groups at UNM.
Elaine Baca, director of NMPIRG, said Friday she felt the
group had been instrumental in
securing opposition to SB·l, as
had the Albuquerque Coalition to
If 142 Israelis fought 154 Arabs over 69 barrels of oil for 5
Stop Senate Bill One.
The bill, which is ctirren tly days, who would win? See calculator above.
being considered by the Senate
Judiciary Committee, was draf.
ted largely with the guidance of
two of former President Nixon's
attorney generals, John Mitchell
and Richard Kleindienst. It was
endorsed over the summer by
By Randy Builder
President Gerald Ford.
"WI!
at,
You
Always
Wanted
'l'o Know About Pocket Calculators,
Among the bill's provisions are
But
Dtdn
t
Want
To
Push
The
Subject"
could V!Jry well have been the
ones which would make the death
name
of
a
colloquium
held
oo
these
"mini·computers"
last 'l'hursday.
penalty mandatory for certain
Ab.out 80 stu.dents (mosUy from engineering) attended the
·crimes, as well as several which
meetmg
.• many wtth calculators strapped to their .belts as a poli!:eman
curtail the availability of govern- wears h1s
gun.
ment documents to the press.
Dr. Ruben Kelly, a UNM dectrical engineering and computer srien·
The SB-l's sections on wiretapce
professor and a fellow departmental faculty member, Dr. Roy
ping allow thll practice for up to
Colclaser
spoke to the people about different types of calculators
48 hours without court approval available on
the market.
and also make it a crime for
Al~h~ugh it was an open meeting, it was geared toward highly
telephone company employees
soplustJ~ated
calculators' and their functions for engil)(wring stud en
and landlords not to comply with
ts.
A
w1de
range
of calculators with their capabilities and short·
government wiretap efforts.
comings were discussed.
Under SB-1, possession of less
There is a wide price range of <'alculators available on the market
than an ounce of marijuana is a
toda~.
ranging from an $8.99 calculator which performs the simplc&t
federal offense punishable with
functwns
to a highly sophisticated model costing over $800. 'l'hi.s ex·
30 days in jail and a $10,000 fine.
pensive model, along with the aid of a cassette tape·recorder, can hold
a complicated program containing as many as 50,000 different
program steps.
~
C~lcla~er said. a person should look for a number ,,f things when
cons1dermg buymg a calculator. He said that scientific notation is a
feature to look for especially is you will be working in the sciences.
poisoning in a certain large in- The first thing he said he looks at when a company is going to put a
new calculator on the market is how many memories it has; "tlw
dustry in the Southwest.''
more addressable memories, the happier I feel," he said.
She said two projects now
Colclaser said many companies are putting metric conversions in
being conducted, one on mass their calculators, but before you run out to buy one of these, det1•r·
transit alternatives and another mine whether or not you really need it. He did say the Fahrenheit tt1
on New Mexico utility com· centigrade conversion "is a nice one."
panies, should be completed in
He said to beware when a calculator comes with an AG adapt<Jr.lt
the near future.
"·""'"'" d '•" 1,.,, '"
hap nothing to do with your batteries at all.

(

Calculators Multiply
On UNM Campus

I

I

5 New PIRG Directors Elected
UNM. They will be conducting
research on banks in the
city-finding out which have
complied with federal government affirmative action plans and
which have not.
Baca said NMPffiG will soon
be starting a project on "metal

Yes Virginia, There are Women Scientists
By Lynda Sparber
When Nancy Martin bought
her daughter a book on famous
scientists, the little gir I ran to
her mother in tears. In all of
history, it seems, there was only
one famous woman scientist-Madame Curie ..•and her
husband helped her, at that.
Martin and Jane Gillespie will
be teaching a course on women in
science next semester through
Women"s Studies and the !Jepartment of Computer and Information Science.
Gillespie, a stock curator and
microbiologist in the Biology
Dept., said women entering
science fields "do not really have
any role models."
The
problem
is
"self·
perpetuating," she said. "Women
come into the field and don't see
any women at the top."
Both Martin and Gillespie

•
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Nancy Martin
agreed that women who do attain
higher level positions in science
must be exceptional. The women
who have succeeded have been

.• ,

,

P<~rfi~;r

Jane Gillespie
dedicated and assertive; often to
the point of automatically being
labeled "bitchy."
"To become a scientist. women

I

have to be authorities," Gillespie
said.
She said artides writt1m by
women are alsrJ not taken
seriously. It is only r<Jcently, she
said, that women have begun to
use their first names instead of
initials in science journals.
Martin, an associate professor
in Computer and Information
Science, said, "There are fewer
women in science fields now, per·
centage wise, than in the 1920's."
She also cited studies stating
that, although the proportion of
women going on to the higher
stages of edueation drops at each
level, the women going on for
higher degrees have better grade
point averages than their male
classmates.
The course, while also
dealing with contemporary and
futuristic issues, will cover the
I
l

i,

